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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Mandatory Access Control - End user cannot set controls
Discretionary Access Control (DAC) - Subject has total control

over objects Role Based Access Control (RBAC) - Dynamically
assigns roles permissions to particular duties based on job
function Rule Based access control - Dynamically assigns roles
to subjects based on criteria assigned by a custodian.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer is hiring an employee and assigning a line
manager to the newly hired employee. What group of people can
be selected in the instance as an employee's line manager?
A. All the employees whose employment record has the "Working
as Manager" check box marked as "Yes" can appear in
thedrop-down list.
B. The line manager search is based on the publicperson
security access.
C. The line manager search is based on the position hierarchy.
Therefore, if anemployee is hired in a particular position, the
search will populate employees with a higher position than the
newly hired employee.
D. The line manager search is based on the job in which the
employee is hired; only the job grade higher than the employee
job will appear in this list.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The sales operations team had requested a new custom object
with the following requirements: 1 - The Sales Managers should
have full access to all records created. 2 - The object's
sharing default should be set to private. 3 - No new sharing
rules should be created How can the system administrator set up
the security of this Object? Choose 2 answers
A. Create a permission set for all Sales Manager users with
"Modify all" checked for the Object
B. Create a Record Type with "Modify all" Checked and assign
this record type to the Sales Manager Profile
C. Add the "Modify all" permission to the Sales Manager Profile
for the new Object
D. Create a role for all Sales Manager users with "modify all"
checked for the Object
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What determines an Account's Balance?
A. the amount recorded in the "Balance Due" field on an account
B. the logic defined in a plug-in spot on the Installations
Option
C. the sum of all the Financial Transactions linked directly to
the account

D. the sum of all the Financial Transactions linked directly to
the service agreements related to the account
E. the sum of all the balances recorded in the "Balance Due"
field on each service agreement related to theaccount
Answer: C
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